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ABSTRACT 
Name   : Rahmat Hidayat 
Reg. Number  : 40300115045 
Major   : English and Literature Department 
Faculty  : Adab and Humanity Faculty 
Title :The Influence of Writer’s Habitus in  Made The 
Martian Novel. 
Supervisor I : Rosmah Tami 
Supervisor II : Faidah Yusuf 
 
The research was based on the influence of people habitus in made some 
works. Habitus is a characteristic, attitude, or act of people in present time that 
from what they have seen, heard or they did in the past time. The idea of writing a 
novel not only pure from the writer imagination but also got influenced from 
habitus of the writer. The research intended to show capital, class, and field 
influence one of biggest novelist, Andy Weir in made The Martian novel. The 
material object was taken from biography and every interview of Andy Weir 
about The Martian. The formal object was habitus which focused on three things 
that influenced Andy Weir in made his best seller novel, The Martian. By 
applying Pierre Bordieu theory of habitus in discussing how capital, class, and 
field influence it, it is found that capital influence Andy Weir from his society, 
Individual also economical. Class and field also influence his habitus from where 
class he is and also how he struggle to became success in one field.  
 
Keywords: Habitus, Capital, Class, Field, Andy Weir, The Martian. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background  
Few days ago on TV, a child murdered his parents. People started  to give 
opinion about this child crime. People think the reason of this murderer was 
inheritance, other people believe it was just because the temprament . what people 
may do not know is what the reason and thought of the child before the 
incidentwhich led him kill his parents. People sometimesonly see the result of 
people do a thing not the reason why people do it. theydon’t know about what 
happened in the past of the child’s life. for instance, he did that because his parent 
always beat him in the past, because he was bullied at the school, or because he 
had seen same thing happened in their society life. All things people have seen 
and heard in the past can contribute to build attitude and personality of people in 
the future.So he had learn that violence is usual happens in life. All the action or 
attitude that people have now is what we have seen and heard in the past it called 
habitus. 
Related with the story above, the past of people determined their future. 
What happened in future can not be detached from their past condition. In this 
case, some researcher who study literature explained that. Adeline Grace M. 
Litaay and Dheny Jatmiko (2018) who explained the way habitus of the main 
character in the Novel named David. This journal explained that David attitude 
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was from what happened to him in the past. He became an intorvert person 
because he got many violence and intimidation from his mother in the past. 
In Islam perspective, Allah Swt also explained about habitus. Allah SWT 
describes that all human in the world born without know nothing. In An-Nahl 
verse 78 Allah SWT said :  
 ََلعَجَو ًائْيَش َنوُمَلَْعت َلا ْمُكِّتاَه َُّمأ ِّنوُُطب ن ِّهم مُكَجَرَْخأ ُ هاللَّو
 َنوُرُكَْشت ْمُكَّلَعَل ََةدِّئَْفلأاَو َراَصَْبلأاَو َعْمَّسْلا ُمُكَل ﴿٧٨﴾ 
 
(Q:S An- Nahl 16:78) 
“And Allah brought you forth from the wombs of your mothers knowing nothing, 
and gave you hearing and sight and hearts that haply ye might give thanks.” 
 
 In that verse, Then Allah mentions His blessings to His servants in that He 
brought them from their mothers' wombs not knowing a thing, then He gives them 
hearing to recognize voices, sight to see visible things and hearts - meaning reason 
- whose seat, according to the correct view, is the heart, although it was also said 
that its seat is the brain. With his reason, a person can distinguish between what is 
harmful and what is beneficial. These abilities and senses develop gradually in 
man. The more he grows, the more his hearing, vision and reason increase, until 
they reach their peak. Allah has created these faculties in man to enable him to 
worship his Lord, so he uses all these organs, abilities and strengths to obey his 
Master.  
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In another case, (Solissa, 2018)also explained about people habitus is 
made from what he have seen and what happened in the past. In his journal, he 
explained about habitus of novel character named Tari, a man who had sex 
disorder try to find his way to be a girl. All of treatment that he got in the past 
made him believe that he is a girl in man body. 
Habitus is a concept of the way person becomes from what they have seen 
and heard in the past and made is a basis to think,feel and act in the present. 
People nowadays sometimes only think what another people do and neglect to 
think about the reason people do it. It shapes wrong perception and also it causes 
slander which leads to conflict. (Syah, 2018)explained that thetwo character in 
novel “Sang Pemimpi” had different habitus even though live in the same place. 
The character named “Ikal” and “Arai” had different habitus from what they had 
seen in their field. It explained that people always have a different habitus with 
another people. 
The case of producity of certain literary work can not be detached from 
habitus term. There are many literary work that the idea is from exprience of the 
writer. Sometimes the idea in novel or movie is representation of the writer 
habitus. For example, novel that the whole story tell about love tragedy sometimes 
from love experience of the writer in real life. Or movie that the story tell about 
war in the future sometimes from what the writer had seen in the past. People can 
see what is the reason behind the idea of the novel from habitus of writer. In 
habitus, people can know the attitude,manner or opinion of the writer from What 
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happen in their past, what happen in their field, or what they had studied before, 
and also what community they had joined before ( Bordieau,1994:27).  
The Martian is one of the Science fiction Novel that very famous and 
being adapted into a film in 2016.The Martian had many interesting theory about 
the future of earth. For example, how people could live in another planet, the 
conditon of the future earth, and also how people made an exploration to another 
planet. all of the story that happened in the novel make people think about where 
the ideas come from and why the writer can write a story about that. Whether the 
ideas is from what the writer have heard before or it’s taken from what 
organization he ever joined in the past. This research will find out what habitus of 
the writer in the novel The Martian. 
To understand people habitus, it’s important to explore what does 
influence people in the past . Bordieau explained there are three things that can 
influence people habitus: Capital, class, and field. Capital is things that allow 
people to get better opportunities in life. There are three types of capital,such as 
intellectual capital, economic capital, and cultural capital. Second is Class, 
bordieau (2015:216) explained that every people classified in certain classes based 
from the capital they had. People with very high capital will be classified in 
dominant class, people with normal capital will be in small borjuis class. If people 
has no capital in his life, they will be in the lowest class. Field is a social place 
that has own functioning laws ( Bordieau,2015:217). There are various kinds of 
field such as education field, bussiness field, arts or political fields. To prove the 
truth of this theory, research question is described below : 
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B. Research Question 
1. How does Class influence writer’s habitus in made “The Martian” 
Novel? 
2. How does Capital influence writer’s habitus in made “The Martian” 
Novel? 
3. How does Field influence writer’s habitus in made “The Martian” 
Novel? 
 
C. Objective of Research 
Based on the question above, the researcher formulated objective of the 
research is : 
1. To explain how class can influence writer's habitus in madel “The 
Martian” novel . 
2. To find out how  Capital influence writer's habitus in made “The 
Martian” novel. 
3. To find out how fields of the writer's can influence “The Martian” 
Novel. 
 
D. Significance of the Research 
The researcher expected following significance : 
1. Theoretical benefits 
This research is expected to contribute to the study of literature as 
place to know about habitus. Habitus is one of theory that people still 
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didn’t use as much as another famous theory. So this research will be 
explain more about habitus. 
2. Practical benefits 
This study can practically contribute to an understanding of writer 
or movie director habitus, especially those who are new to the initial 
level. It can also be used as a reference for those who want to do the 
same research. This study also contribute to know habitus in people 
life. People nowadays usually judge a people by his act or his attitude 
in present time, but they don't see what happen in the past. after 
understanding about habitus, people would be more aware before 
judge another people. 
 
E. Scope of the Research 
This study focused to find how class, capital and also field can influence 
writer’s habitus with use Pierre Bordieu theory of habitus . As we know, Writer 
or Movie director sometimes use their own idea to made their work more 
interesting. But, in the other hand, sometimes their idea is made by their past 
experience in their life. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Previous Finding 
To support the research, there are few journal and thesis that could help 
the researcher to find the data. So far, there is no journal or thesis  about writer 
habitus in novel The Martian. But, there are few journal or thesis that talk 
about habitus and also talk about The Martian that the researches could use to 
support the research and find a data even though it’s not directly related with 
the research. 
First is a journal “Novel Sang Pemimpi Karya Andrea Hirata :Analisis 
Habitus dan Modal Dalam Arena Pendidikan Menurut Perspektif Pierre 
Bordieau” by Harpindo Syah  Putra Hilarion Ginting (2018). This journal 
explained about the habitus of the character in the novel. There are many 
attitude and action from the main character which is from his habitus. The 
researcher in this journal find there are many habitus that create attitude of the 
main character. This journal help the find out how habitus is. But, there are a 
big different with this journal. This journal only explained about main 
character habitus not the writer habitus (Syah, 2018). 
Second is a journal “Habitus Tokoh David dalam Novel A Child Called It 
Dan The Lost Boy Karya Dave Pelzer” by Adeline Grace M. Litaay and 
Dheny Jatmiko (2018). This journal explained about the habitus of one 
character from a novel named David. This reasearch found that David attitude 
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is from what his mother did in the past. This journal support the researcher to 
know what habitus is and also understand how we find people habitus (Litaay 
& Jatmiko, 2018). 
Next is a journal “Habitus dan Modal Daeng Kanduruan Ardiwinata di 
Arena Kesusastraan Sunda Modern” by Cucun Cantini (2018).This journal 
explained how habitus of Daeng Kanduruan Ardinata help him success in his 
carrer. This journal help the research to find how to find people 
habitus.(Cantini, 2018). 
All of those journal above have similiarity with this research. they all use 
Pierre Bordieu theory of habitus to find habitus in some character and person. 
But, all of those journal have very different problem with this research.  On 
this research, the researcher not only focus to know habitus of a people, but 
also focus to find how three aspects of habitus: Capital,Class and Field can 
influence person in made something. it makes this research have a big 
different with another research. 
There are few journal talks about Habitus but there is no research about 
Habitus of Writer Andy Weir in The Martian Movie. But, There are also few 
journal or thesis that speaks about The Martian which is the object of the 
research. First is thesis “ Mark Watney’s Survival On Mars in the Novel “The 
Martian” by Andy Weir” by Chindy Hadi Prastiti(2019) . This thesis 
explained about how the main character, MarkWatney could survive live on 
Mars Planet. This research help to know more about viewpoint of the writer 
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about some case in the novel (Prastiti, 2013). Next is thesis “ The Martians As 
The Representation of the British Empire InH>G Well’s The War of the 
Worlds” by Rizky Novrizal Rival (2019). This thesis explained about how this 
novel could be a representation of British Empire in real life. This research 
also help to find some case in novel that could be outview of the wirter in the 
real life(Rivai, 2019). There are more journal or thesis about Themartian but 
none of it speaks about habitus. So different with another research, this 
research focus in the writer Habitus Andy Weir that we could see in The 
Martian Movie. 
B. Conceptual Framework 
1. Habitus 
Pierre Felix Bordieau or people usual said Pierre Bordieauis  a 
famous thinker from france. He was a thinker that leading in the field 
sociology and also anthropologhy.He was born in France ,1 August 1930. 
His rationale about something is very traditional,thain age 20, he study 
about philosophy and read so many book about it. He learn from Louis 
Althusser and got interest with Karl max.His first works is The Algarian 
(1958), he wrote it after he being lecturer in Algeria and see about conflict 
of Agerian Society with France colonizer.  
Habitus is a theory that defined by Pierre Bourdieu (1990) It is 
most adaptable to research because of Bourdieu’s focus on social class.In 
Bourdieu’s words, the habitus defined as: Structuredstructures that has 
afunction as structuring structures that is generate and organize practices 
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and representations that can be objectively adapted to their outcomes 
without presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an express mastery of 
the operations in order to know them. (Bourdieu, 1990) 
Bordieu explain that Habitus is the way people learns about history 
and what happen after he saw the history, every action that people see 
before would be basis people act in the future(Ismail, 2019). Bordieau also 
said about structured structures. It means habitus produce and be produced 
in social life of people. In one fields, maybe habitus is produce in social 
life but in another fields,habitus could be produceby social life.  After that 
bordieau said sturcturing structures that means it an attitude that has been 
planted in people life and in a time this attitude will influence act in the 
future(Ngarachu, 2014). 
Pierre Bourdieu defines habitus as a condition which is related to 
the conditions of a class. According to him, disposition systems are time-
resistant and can be inherited, the structures that are formed, which will 
then function also as structures that form are the result of a habitus 
(Barata, 2016). Thus, habitus is the result of a skill that becomes a 
practical action (not always realized) which is then translated into an 
ability that seems natural and develops in a particular social environment. 
Bourdieu gave an example in terms of language acquisition, writing or 
thought. Artists, writers, writers or thinkers are said to be able to create 
their works thanks to their creative freedom because they are no longer 
aware of the signs or styles they have integrated into themselves. What is 
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believed to be freedom of creativity is actually the result of restrictions on 
structures. So habitus becomes a source of action, thought and 
representation (Setyobudi, 2017). 
  In addition, habitus is also understood as the basis of individual 
personality. The formation and functioning of the habitus is like a circle 
whose tip is unknown. On the one hand it takes into account the results of 
regularity of behavior and on the other hand the modality of practice relies 
on improvisation and not on the unity of rules (Zurmailis & Faruk, 2017). 
Habitus is also an internal structure that is always in the process of 
restructuring, so practice and repression are not entirely deterministic 
(actors can choose), but also not completely free (the choice is determined 
by habitus). "This is evident from the choice of places, events, people who 
can be visited, habitus tends to protect themselves against crises and from 
those who question critically by guaranteeing themselves in an 
environment that has been adapted as far as possible, meaning a stable 
enough world that will further strengthen disposition- his disposition. 
(Ahearne & Speller, 2012). 
Habitus is the way society becomes in persons in the form of 
lasting dispositions, or trained capacities and structured propensities to 
think, feel and act in determinant ways, which then guide them (Navarro, 
2006), Habitus created through a social, rather than individual process 
leading to patterns that are enduring and transferrable from one context to 
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another, but that also shift in relation to specific contexts and time. Habitus 
is not fixed or permanent, and can be changed under unexpected situations 
or over a long historical period’ (Navarro, 2006).  
Habitus is neither a result of free will, nor determined by 
structures, but created by a kind of interplay between the two over time: 
dispositions that are both shaped by past events and structures, and that 
shape current practices and structures and also, importantly, that condition 
our very perceptions of  these (Bourdieu 2015). this habitus is created and 
reproduced unconsciously, without any deliberate pursuit of coherence 
without any conscious concentration. 
Bordieu explained that someone's habitus was influenced by 
several things, including: 
 A. Capital 
 Capital is things that allows us toget opportunities in life. 
Bourdieu sees Capital as the foundation of the concept of society as a 
class, where the amount of capital owned by the community determines 
its membership in the social class. Capital can also be used as a tool to 
produce power and inequality. Boudieu also categorizes the types of 
capital in the form of: economic capital, social capital, and cultural 
capital where each capital has its own commodities. Capital also has a 
role in terms of power, capital is a symbolic form of power, where 
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capital also raises inequality in society, for example in terms of politics 
who has political capital will control the political arena and vice versa. 
 For Bourdieu, capital refers to stocks of internalized ability and 
aptitude as well as externalized resources which are scarce and socially 
valued. Like the more traditional form of capital, they can be 
transformed and productively reinvested. For instance, one of the 
primary forms of capital, economic capital, in the form of money can be 
exchanged for cultural capital in the form of higher education, which in 
turn may facilitate the accumulation of more economic capital over the 
life course as well as social capital in the form of relationships with 
high-capital classmates and instructors. For Bourdieu, actors’ positions 
within various social fields correspond with the volumes of the different 
forms of capital they possess. 
 When people get very high capital, they would tend to feel 
superrior with people from low intellectual capital. People who got very 
high economic capital would tend to be arrogant and think he is the boss 
in their fields. And if people got very low cultural background they 
would tend to feel inferiority. That’s why capital influenced habitus. 
 Importantly, Bourdieu emphasized that cultural capital exists in 
a system of exchange with economic and social capital. Economic 
capital, of course, refers to money and wealth. Social capital refers to the 
collection of social relations an individual has at one's disposal with 
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peers, friends, family, colleagues, neighbors, etc. But economic capital 
and social capital can be exchanged for each other. 
 With economic capital, a person can buy access to prestigious 
educational institutions that then reward one with valuable social capital. 
In turn, both the social and cultural capital accumulated at an elite 
boarding school or college can be exchanged for economic capital via 
social networks, skills, values, and behaviors that point one to high-
paying jobs. For this reason, Bourdieu observed that cultural capital is 
used to facilitate and enforce social divisions, hierarchies, and 
ultimately, inequality. 
 This is why it's important to acknowledge and value cultural 
capital that's not classified as elite. Ways of acquiring and displaying 
knowledge vary among social groups. Consider the importance of oral 
history and spoken word in many cultures. Knowledge, norms, values, 
language, and behaviors differ across neighborhoods and regions . 
 Everyone has cultural capital and deploys it on a daily basis to 
navigate society. All forms of it are valid, but the hard truth is that they 
are not valued equally by society's institutions. This begets real economic 
and political consequences that deepen social divides. 
B.  Class 
 Bourdieu underline  that the system of domination in an arena 
have classified deep agentscertain classes. Every class has attitude, taste, 
different habits, behaviors or even capital (Winoto, 2018). Bourdieu 
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distinguishes class into three. This classification based on the capital 
selection factor earlier.First, the dominant class .Dominant classis a 
fairly large share of capital. They sometimes got high education and also 
cultural capital that made them dominant in their fields. Second, 
classsmall borjouis, they  want to climb the social ladder, but they 
areoccupying the middle class in the structure of society. Sometimes in 
this class people got very good fighting spirit Third,popular / dominated 
class (Solissa, 2018). This classis a class that has almost no capital, 
either economic capital, cultural capital and symbolic capital. 
C.  Fields 
 Bourdieu (2015: 213) defines the field as a separate social place that 
has its own functioning laws. It can be said thatthere are various kinds of fields 
such as education, business, artists, and political fields . Educational fields has 
its own rules. Fashri (2014: 106) explains that fields  is a place where in it there 
is a struggle to fight over capital and also to obtain certain accesswhnear to the 
authority. Thus, in every fields, individuals or groups are led to creates 
strategies anduse that strategy to gain a position. Healthy competition will 
produce somethinggood, but unfair competition will rise a conflict.The concept 
of fields help support people habitus (Wattimena, 2012: 3).   For example, in 
education field , if people want to succeed, people need to have the right 
habitus of education (learning, writing, discussing, reading) and intellectual 
capital (education and research). If they does not have the right habitus and 
capital for education, they will not succeed in the education arena.The same 
thing applies in the business arena. If people want to succeed in 
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business, then they must have the right habitus (tenacious work and 
thrifty) and business capital (money as business capital) and cultural 
capital (extensive network of acquaintances). If people have the habitus 
and capital of an educator, and they joined into the business world, then 
most likely, they will not succeed(Nanda, 2016). 
The concepts of habitus, capital, and field are very related. To be 
successful in one field in life, people need to have the right habitus and 
capital for that field. If they does not have the right habitus and capital for 
one arena, he will most likely fail in the arena they had chosen. 
2. Science Fiction Novel 
Novel is a Prose narrative work that people wrote to express their 
feeling or imagination about something that has complexity in it, or a story 
that could explain full about the problem. Novel usually has a long story 
because the writer want to explain full about the story not like a short story 
which explain just the main story. 
Novel divided  by two genre. first is fiction, fiction is where the 
story is pure from imagination of the writer, or we could said it’s not real 
story. Second is non-fiction Novel, non-fiction means it’s real story from 
life that writer wrote it without any imagination added by the writer.  
There are many genre of Novel story, like romance that people 
nowadays love to read. Romance novel is a novel about love or has a story 
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about love. There are many famous romance novel that people love to 
read, and many of it also adapted into film. Romantic novel that very 
famous like The Notebook by Nicholas Sparks(1996), and The Fault in 
Our Stars by John Green (2012). Novel also has a horror genre or a novel 
about every scared things like ghost or murderer. Also mystery genre that 
tell story about something mysterious or detective things. 
One of genre of novel people like nowadays is Science Fiction 
Novel. Science fiction novel is a novel about science that people believe it 
would happen in the future. Some science like time travel, another planet 
like earth or a wormhole is story that people love to read in science fiction. 
Novel like Protector by C.J Cherryh or Golden Son by Pierce Brown has 
good review from reader in all over the world.  
3. The Martian 
Besides Protector by Cj. Cherryh and Golden Son by Pierce 
Brown. There is a Science fiction Novel that very famous in all over the 
world and being adapted into film that also got so many views in cinema. 
The novel is The Martian by Andy Weir. The Martian (2011) is a science 
fiction novel wrote by Andy Weir about one astronaut named Mark 
Whatney who try to survive live in mars. Because he stranded alone in 
Mars. This novel set in 2035 where NASA or National Aerounatic and 
Space administration had a mission for Astronaut to live a month in mars. 
This novel is one of genre that people love to read because explain more 
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about Mars,another Planet in Galaxy and also how the condition in mars 
described in the novel.  The novel Published in 2011 and also the first 
novel that published.  
The story is about NASA mission to Crew Ares 3 to explore more 
about mars. This is the third time NASA send astornaut to explore Mars, 
that is why named Ares 3 because 2 exploration before named Ares 1 and 
Ares 2. Two exploration before ended with success and Nasa hope Ares 3 
could repeat success of two Ares Before. Ares 3 go to Mars with Hermes, 
Same plane that Ares 1 and Ares 2 Use in the mission Before. They had to 
use Hermes and go to the space, but to landed in Mars they use a vehicle 
that named MAV. After landed in Mars with MAV, all the Astronauts start 
to explore Mars. But, in the middle of exploration all the crews of Ares 3 
hit by a Sandstorm, NASA commanded to all the crews to go back to 
MAV and abort the mission because the sandstorm. In their way back to 
MAV, an astornaut named Mark Whatney got an accident where he being 
thrown off by the sandstorm and be separated with all the crews of Ares 3. 
Because the sandstorm getting firmer, NASA told all the crew to leave 
Mark Whatney and Go to hermes without him. after that he said to be dead 
in Mars and all the crews of Ares 3 go back to the Earth. Evidently, Mark 
Whatney still alive and only got minor injury. This it where he start to 
survive alone in Mars, using every skill he had as an astronaut and also 
botanist. He tried to survied and also try to send a sign that he still alive to 
NASA. 
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4. Andy Weir 
Andrew Taylor Weir or people called Andy Weir born in Davis, 
California,USA. He was the novelist from america who being famous after 
one of his novel, The Martian succes and adapted into a Film with a same 
title that directed by Riddley Scott in 2016. Because The martian,  he 
achieved John W. Campbell award for the Best Writer in 2016. Andy Weir 
is a child who born and raised in california and interested with science 
fiction in age 15. He read many classic science fiction from like A space 
Oddysey by Arthur C. Clarke .he was a computer programmer who had 
work in many several software companies. 
He began write about science fiction in age 20. First he wrote in his 
own website for years. He wrote comic about science fiction and also 
involved in many creation of comic like Alice in Wonderland, Peter Pan 
and also The Wizard of OZ. He also worked in a video game “Warcraft II : 
Tides Of Darkness” in Blizzard corp.  
Those all really help him to write the first novel called Theft of 
Pride. But this novel ended up being failure because didn’t get attention of 
reader. First of his work who has lot of attention of the reader is a short 
story called “the egg”. This short story result that many youtube videos 
story about it and also being named as an album by american rapper,Logic. 
The Martian is the best novel he had published and made him 
being known as a novelist. He wrote The Martian with many research he 
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did before. He research about Mars condition, botanist and also Nasa plan 
to help him worte this novel as accurate as real condition. He sold the right 
of the novel to Crown Publishing Group and made it as one of best seller 
Novel in history and called as the best Science Fiction novel in history. In 
2016,  this novel was adapted into film starring by Matt Damon as Mark 
Whatney. This film also successed in cinema all around the world. 
There are few works of Andy Weir that famous beside The 
Martian. First is a short story called “The Egg” , the story is about the life 
of human. this story really famous because the concept of life showed in 
this story, about God and reincarnation and also human describes as”you” 
. Many Youtube Content Creator made a Short movie about this story, and 
also many concept and explanation about this story. 
Andy Weir also contribute in one of Science fiction that really 
trend back in 2018, Ready Player One. He wrote a fan-fiction about this 
novel named Lacero. This fan fiction became a preqeul of main story of 
this novel. 
The latest Works of Andy Weir is Artemis which is published in 
2017 by Random house Published group. This is a science fiction Novel 
set in 2080’s century where there is one and only city in Moon named 
Artemis. The story about Jazz who gets caught up because the conspicarcy 
of taken the city from government. 
 5. Hypotheses 
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Hypotheses is a conclusion or an temporary answer based from the 
theory use to answer the research problem. Based from theory above,  this 
research assume that three things that influence habitus,class, capital and 
field influence the writer,Andy Weir in made the martian novel. Capital of 
writer influence him in made this novel because the writer have very high 
intellectual capital to learn for the idea of the novel. Class of the writer 
also influence him to made this novel because he is an dominant class who 
have very high capital that made him can get the idea of the novel. field 
influence the writer in made this novel because he have worked with many 
people that study about science that inspire him to write this novel. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
A. Methods and Types Of Research 
This study used qualitative research. Qualitative research demonstrate 
a different approach to inquiry than methods of quantitative research. 
Qualitative inquiry employs different philosophical assumptions; strategies; 
and methods of data collection. analysis. and interpretation. Although the 
processes are similar. qualitative procedures rely on text and image data, have 
unique steps in data analysis. And draw on diverse strategies of inquiry 
(Creswell, 2019). Research method is a way to find knowledge from object 
based from theory. The function of research method is to answer all the 
research problem or to prove the truth of the hypotheses. 
There are two methods in a research, data collecting method and 
analysis data method. Data collecting method is several ways to find fact 
about research problem; and analysis data method is techniques to find all the 
answer of the research question with the data to get a new knowledge. The 
researcher used Pierre Bordieau theory about habitus and several things that 
influence it. 
B. Data source  
The researcher collected and analyzed the data to prove the truth of 
hypotheses, object of the research must be determined. Object of the research 
is a real fact that can be use to research and find new knowledge. Object of the 
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research divided by two, Material Object and Formal Object. Material Object 
is the field of the research and Formal Object is an object seen from point of 
view. Material object in this research is Andy Weir and his novel “The 
Martian” (2012). All information about Andy Weir like his biography and 
every interview that he becames speaker will be Material Object. 
The reason of researcher choose this object: first, Andy Weir 
capability. He is one of writer that success made Science Fiction novel famous 
again in this era. After very long time romance novel have been the most 
populer genre in this era, Andy weir successfully made this genre back in 
demand by many reader around the world. His idea about what happened in 
the future made this book very much liked by many readers. 
Second, The Martian novel is one of very popular novel that being 
adapted into film with same title in 2016. In 2013, this novel became best 
seller book in america and translated in 10 different languages include 
indonesian. This novel also pionereed many science fiction novel in this era. 
Formal object in this research is habitus. This formal object give new 
point of view about habitus influence the writer in made The Martian Novel. 
because of that, this research use theory of habitus by Pierre Bordieau to 
answer how three aspects of habitus influence people. In Habitus theory, there 
are three aspect that influence people habitus; Capital, Class, And field. 
Because of that, this research will focus in how three aspect of habitus:Capital, 
Class, And field influence Andy Weir as the writer in made his best seller 
novel The Martian. 
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The main data of this research is the results of the texts analysis 
process. Since the analysis will focus in how habitus of the writer influences 
in made The martian Novel , therefore the writer and The Martian novel 
becomes the primary source of this research. Any other sources that supports 
the main data, such as journals, books, thesis, and other kinds of literature, 
will be included into secondary sources. 
C. Procedures of Collecting Data 
After choose Material Object and Formal Object. Next is collecting 
data of this research. Data is a fact which is relevant with research question 
and theory or paradigm use to find the answer of the research problem or test 
the truth of the hypotesis. 
Because there are three hypotesis in this research. therefore, 
determination of research data is based on the need to answer the hypotheses. 
The data of each problem is explained as follows : first hypotheses is capital 
influence the writer in made this novel because the writer have very high 
capital. To prove the truth of this hypothesis, form of data needed is every 
facts that related with his capital . indicator used to determine the relevance of 
data to the problem, in this case is Capital. Capital is a thing that allow people 
get better opportunities in life. Indicator of capital consist in three things; 
Intellectual capital, Economic Capital, and Cultural Capital. Formal object 
connected with Material Object to find how capital influence the writer in 
made the novel. 
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Next, second hypotheses is because the writer not from low class 
people, he can join every organization that can help him to get his idea. 
indicator of class consist in three; Dominant Class, Small Borjuis Class, and 
also Low Class. 
Third hypotheses is field of the writer influence him in made the novel 
because he have worked with many scientist that help him to get the idea of 
the novel. indicator used in this hypotheses is the field of the writer, 
educational field, political field or cultural field. 
Data collected from 13 october until 26 october, 2019.  This include a 
minimum of two weeks, preparing all the documents use as the data of the 
research. Every public documents like news or reports about the writer and the 
novel and private documents like biography, journal or autobiography from 
the writer will be use as primary data. The researcher will use notes taking to 
get information or ideas of the documents. Typically, notes reflect information 
about the document or other material as well as key ideas in the documents. It 
is helpful to note whether the information represents primary material (i.e., 
information directly from the people or situation under study) or secondary 
material (i.e., secondhand accounts of the people or situation written by 
others). The researcher will analyze every public and private documents and 
examine biography and autobiography of the writer to find the right data for 
prove the truth of the hypotheses. 
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D. Techniques of Data Analysis. 
Data analysis methods is a several ways to sorting, or grouping 
qualitative data to know the relation between one data with another. Data 
analysis method in qualitative research is organize the data and assocate it into 
one pattern. Relations between data can be causal relation, intensional relation, 
or genetik relation.  
Analysis data for first problem collected by read the novel and studied 
all about the backgorund of the writer; all the associated data analyze use 
habitus concept by Pierre Bordieau to find out how Capital,class, and field 
influence Andy weir in made The Martian. 
Analysis data use in third hypotheses is find out what field he had join 
before write this novel. the researcher use primary data to find out what 
organization he joined or from where he get the idea. This analysis hope to 
prove the truth of the hypothesis. 
Analysis of the data in this research will be explained as follows: 
1. The researcher prepared all the data include primary and 
secondary data and organize it to find the right data for the 
research questions. 
2. The Researcher read through all the data before start to analyze 
it. 
3. The researcher tried to find relation between all the data. 
4. Interpreted all the meanings of the data and use it to answer all 
research question. 
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E. Systematic of Thesis 
  In order to get easier for the readers to understand this thesis, the 
 systematic of  the thesis is arranged as below: 
Chapter I:  The first chapter of this thesis is the introduction, which 
consist of background, problem statement, significance of the 
research, objective of the research and scope of the research.  
Chapter II: Literatures related to the topics of this research are 
discussed in this second chapter. This second chapter is about 
literature review that is divided into previous findings, habitus, 
class, field , and also hypotheses of this research. 
Chapter III:Chapter III is about methodology of research where the type 
of research, source of the data, collecting data procedure and 
data analysis technique are presented. 
Chapter IV:In this chapter explained about the data analysis and its 
results. Here where the data gathered and discussed in the 
framework of the theory provided in chapter II. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter, the researcher showed all the right data to proved the truth of all 
hypotheses that made in Chapter II before. This chapter consist by two, Findings 
and Discussion. 
A. Findings 
In Findings, the researcher showed all the right data that use to answer all the 
research question and prove the truth of hypotheses. The researcher divided 
findings by three ; first is the data about capital of the Writer, second is the data 
about class of the writer, Andy Weir, and the last is data about field of the writer. 
1. Capital  
For Bourdieu, capital can be divided into different forms: social capital, 
cultural capital and economic capital. Bourdieu further divides cultural capital 
into three forms: ‘embodied’, ‘objectified’ and ‘institutionalised’: embodied 
capital is imbued during socialisation, and is ultimately tied to the social 
location of the individual . Embodied capital represents ‘external wealth 
converted into an integral part of the person. Objectified capital refers to 
goods or artefacts – including paintings and sculptures ,which are defined only 
in the relationship with cultural capital in its embodied form. in other words, 
the goods themselves and the ability to consume them. Institutionalised capital 
refers to those academic qualifications which enable an individual to directly 
convert between cultural and economic capital: ‘a certificate of cultural 
competence which confers on its holder a conventional, constant, legally 
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guaranteed value with respect to culture. To find how capital of Andy Weir as 
the writer of The Martian novel can influence him in made the novel , we have 
to know first what kind of capital he had.  
a) Social Capital 
First is social capital, social capital refers to the network of 
‘useful relationships that can secure material or symbolic profits. the 
amount of social capital that an individual can draw upon is thus the 
sum of the number of people in their network and the amount of 
capital so possessed.. 
For Bourdieu, social capital is irreducibly attached to class and 
other forms of stratification which in turn are associated with various 
forms of benefit or advancement. Bourdieu framed social capital as 
accrued actual or virtual resources acquired by individuals or groups 
through the possession of “more or less institutionalized relationships 
of mutual acquaintance and recognition” (Bourdieu and Wacquant 
1992: 119). 
United States of America always want to being the first in 
spacecraft things. The development of space technology was inherent 
in 2 countries, United States of America and Russia. The competition 
between two of this big country in space technology called "Space 
Race". At first, the space race was a cold war between USA and 
Russia/Uni Soviet. they were competing to be the biggest space 
technology country . The term "Space Race" appeared because Russia 
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succeeded in launching the Sputnik I satellite on October 4, 1957 
which surprised the United States. Sputnik I Satellite is the beginning 
of the development of space technology. 
In 1958, The president of United States of America, Dwight 
David Eisenhower made one independent agency callled NASA, 
National Aerounatic and Space Administration, NASA is an agency 
that responsible about every space program. After that, there are many 
big things that NASA did in developing Space program in USA. One 
of the biggest success program is Apollo 11 Moon landing mission, 
when astronauts Neil Amstrong and Buzz Aldrin became the first 
people landed in moon. The success of NASA made many people in 
American had their own interest about spacecraft.  There are many 
people want to became an astronaut and want to join NASA operation 
program. It also helped by American Ideology that made every people 
think that they are free to became anything they want, even it’s an 
astronaut or scienctist in NASA. It became a Doxa that many 
American believe it. The success of NASA made many people think 
that America always became the biggest country with best spacecraft 
technology. Even a majority of Americans say that NASA involvement 
is essential to made America as the global leader in space exploration. 
According to Pew Research Center : 
“The large majority of Americans (72%) say it is essential that the 
U.S. continue to be a world leader in space exploration; just 27% 
say it is not essential. This sentiment is shared equally across 
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generations and among Republicans and Democrats.” 
(PewResearch,2018). 
After read the data above, there are many Americans think that 
NASA is very important and they believe NASA involment in space 
things is very essential to american. Although they are from different 
parties, they still support NASA as the biggest space exploration in the 
world. 
Andy Weir was born in California, a place where NASA biggest 
research center built in 1939. Just like any other people in America, Andy 
Weir also had a big  interest about spacecraft things, he always love every 
things about it. Andy Weir used many science fiction novel to expand his 
knowledge about Space things. He admitted that when he asked by Matt 
Paches from Esquire that a few cultural disgefits that inspired him : 
“I grew up reading (Robert) Heinlein, (Arthur C.) Clarke, And 
 (Isaac) Azimov. Those were my holy trinity. Their books are about 
 optimistic futures. Mankind definitely expand out into the  solar 
 system”. (Paches, 2015) 
 
In this part of interview, Andy Weir admitted that there are three 
novelist that inspired him in wrote this novel, Robert Heinlein, Arthur 
C.Clarke, and also Isaac Azimov. These three have a big role in made 
Andy Weir start write science fiction novel. 
NASA and those three writer have a very big impact in his idea on 
write The Martian novel. Their ideas about people landed in another planet 
made him want to made their own novel about it. When he got interviewed 
by Space Geek and Science Fanatic, he said : 
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“The basic structure of the Mars program in the book is very 
similar to a plan called "Mars Direct" (though I made changes here 
and there). It's the most likely way that we will have our first Mars 
mission in real life. All the facts about Mars are accurate, as well as 
the physics of space travel the story presents. I even calculated the 
various orbital paths involved in the story, which required me to 
write my own software to track constant-thrust trajectories.”  
(Book Browse,2015). 
On this part of interview, he admitted that he used one plan that 
NASA want to use before but couldn’t happen because it cost so much 
money on that mission. He explained that he used that theory in his 
novel,and also use every data that NASA made about Mars into his novel. 
Although he love writing about science fiction, he chose to taken 
computer as his subject study and became a programmer in many different 
companies. However, his love to write about science fiction made him 
decide to made a Web on internet as his place to share his science fiction 
story named Galactanet.com. In this web, he shared his The Martian Novel 
for the first time before an agency called him and made him a novel that 
became best seller on 2015. Although he worked as a programmer, but he 
always have big interest to spacecraft and something. He always spent 
most of his night to read everything about space on the internet. He always 
love to read about NASA’s latest discoveries and joined every discussion 
about that. This thing inspires him to wrote The Martian novel.   
After know that fact, The researcher knows that Andy Weir had 
many people that can give him material and symbolic profits because he 
had worked in many different companies. but it’s only made him 
successed in one fields. In wrote the martian, he only use internet as place 
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to find inspiration. He didn’t join an organization that help him get ideas 
of made the novel or some people that help him in made this novel,but 
there are many organization  like NASA that inspired him to write The 
Martian novel. 
b) Cultural Capital 
Second things is Cultural capital, cultural capital refers to things 
that help people move up in one society. bordieau divided this by 3: 
embodied, objectified, and also instituonalized capital.  
1) Embodied Cultural Capital 
Embodied is the incorporation of cultural attitudes and practices 
within an individual. Some people can obtain embodied cultural capital 
through socialization process and usually from the family unit. But in the 
other hands,  people can obtain embodied cultural capital by investing time 
into intentional learning.  
In this case, Andy weir obtained much of her knowledge in 
computer program by studied it in university,that made him obtained 
embodied cultural capital in educational field. In write The Martian, He 
got his knowledge about the idea of his novel by read every theories that 
can inspire him in write this novel. When he get interviewed by Sloan And 
Science film, he admitted that he only use internet as the place to find idea. 
he said : 
“ I did huge amount of research. I’ve always been a space dork, so 
 i had more than a layman’s knowledge of how spacecraft work, but 
 i had to do literally years of research get things right. I didn’t know 
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 anyone in aerospace at the time i wrote the book, so all my 
 research was just Google searches”. (Epstein, 2015) 
 
Part of interview above explained that Andy Weir only use internet 
to found ideas in write The Martian. He only use google searches because 
he didn’t know peoples that could help him in write that novel. So Andy 
Weir have Embodied cultural capital. 
2) Objectfied Cultural Capital 
Next is Objectifed cultural capital, This refers to the material 
objects individuals own that might relate to their educational pursuits 
(books and computers), jobs (tools and equipment), clothing and 
accessories, the durable goods in their homes (furniture, appliances, 
decorative items), and even the food they purchase and prepare. These 
objectified forms of cultural capital tend to signal one's economic class. 
For simple , objectified refers to cultural goods that have a unique meaning 
in a culture. For the example, A people that have a very high skilled in two 
things,  painting and sculpture will be obtain objectified cultural capital. 
Because it’s rare to see people can be a master in two different things. 
Andy Weir not only a computer programmer, but also a writer. During his 
time worked as a programmer, he also wrote narrative fiction, comics. He 
also wrote The Martian when he still work as the computer programmer, It 
mades him have unique culture in his society. So in this case, he have 
Objectified Cultural Capital. 
3) Institutionalized Cultural Capital 
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Finally, cultural capital exists in an institutionalized state. This 
refers to the ways in which cultural capital is measured, certified, and 
ranked. Academic qualifications and degrees are prime examples of this, 
as are job titles, political offices, and social roles like husband, wife, 
mother, and father. it happen to when an institutuion recognized a person 
cultural capital, usually is about educational degrees. In his website, he 
explained about his early job : 
"He studied computer science at UC San Diego, although he did 
 not graduate. He began worked as a computer programmer for 
 Sandia National Laboratories at the age of 15. He also have worked 
 as a programmer for several companies, including AOL, Palm, 
 MobileIron and Blizzard".(Galactanet, 2015) 
 
It explained about his early job as a Programmer before he became 
a full time writer. He was working in so many big companies when he 
started to write about science fiction in his free time. Andy weir studied 
computer in UC San diego, but he didn’t graduate. He also not studied 
about the idea of this novel in institution, only in internet. So, Andy weir 
didn’t obtain instituonalized cultural Capital. 
After found out about embodied, objectified, and institutionalized 
cultural capital of Andy Weir as the Writer of The Martian Novel, the 
researcher conclude that Andy Weir is not have a high cultural capital in 
his life. Because even he loved writing and want to be science fiction 
writer, he’s had not work as a full time writer before. He worked as a 
programmer in many companies before he decided to be a full time writer 
after The Martian became famous. 
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c) Economic Capital. 
The last thing in capital is economic capital, it refers to money, 
property or every assets that could give someone acces to get better 
opportunities in life or social network. In this case, Andy Weir didn’t have 
a very high economic capital before he wrote The Martian. Because he 
only work as a staff computer programmer in many companies. After this 
novel get successed and being adapted into film, he got better economic 
capital than he got before that mades him could quit his job as programmer 
into full time writer. When he interviewed by David Barr Kirtley on The 
Geek’s Guide to the galaxy podcast in 2015, he said that : 
“ I just quit my day job around a year and a half ago to go full time 
on the writing, once it was clear that the Martian could financially 
support me. I wasn’t willing to take that kind of financial risk of 
being full time writer at that time.” (The Geek’s Guide to The 
Galaxy, 2015) 
 
In this part of interview, he explained that his financial got better 
after The Martian Successed. Before that, he must to work as programmer 
to support his hobby as a science fiction novel writer.  
 
 
2. Class 
 Bourdieu underline  that the system of domination in an field 
have classified deep agents certain classes. Every class has attitude, 
taste, different habitus, behaviors or even capital. Bourdieu distinguishes 
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class into three. This classification based on the capital selection factor 
earlier.First, the dominant class .Dominant classis a fairly large share of 
capital. They sometimes got high education and also cultural capital that 
made them dominant in their fields. Second, classsmall borjouis, they  
want to climb the social ladder, but they are occupying the middle class 
in the structure of society. Sometimes in this class people got very good 
fighting spirit. Third is lowest class. This class is a class that has almost 
no capital, either economic capital, cultural capital and symbolic capital.  
 As we know before, Andy Weir as the writer of The Martian 
didn’t have a very high social capital to help him get ideas for The 
Martian, he didn’t obtain every aspect of cultural capital, he had 
embodied cultural capital but didn’t have institutional cultural capital. he 
also didn’t have vey high economic capital before the martian successed 
because he only worked as a staff programmer computer in many 
different companies.  
 After know all of it, The researcher concludes that Andy weir 
is classified as small borjuis class. Andy weir occupied the middle class 
in his society. Characteristic of people in this class is have a very good 
spirit to climb in social ladder and Andy Weir as the writer of The 
Martian have this characteristic. 
3. Field 
 Bourdieu (2015: 213) defines the field as a separate social 
place that has its own functioning laws. It can be said thatthere are 
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various kinds of fields such as education, business, artists, and political 
fields . For example, in education field , if people want to succeed, 
people need to have the right habitus of education (learning, writing, 
discussing, reading) and intellectual capital (education and research). If 
they does not have the right habitus and capital for education, they will 
not succeed in the education arena. The same thing applies in the 
business arena. If people want to succeed in business, then they must 
have the right habitus (tenacious work and thrifty) and business capital 
(money as business capital) and cultural capital.  
 In one field, Andy Weir can be categorized as success man in 
this field. Although Andy Weir studied computer in University and 
didn’t graduate,but he have worked in so many different companies as 
computer programmer that made him successed as a programmer. He 
had the right habitus and capital to became success in this field.  
 In wrote The Martian ,he had to sacrifice his success in 
work field to be succes in this field. Before The Martian became a best 
seller novel that made his name famous around the world. He didn’t 
had high capital to help him success in this field. He worked as a 
programmer. To became success in this field, he wrote so many 
science fiction story when he still worked as a programmer. 
Unfortunately, his first novel couldn’t get published because it’s only 
few of people interest of his novel. Despite his failure in his first novel, 
he still wrote so many story, comics or short story about space things 
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that he shared on his web, Galactanet.Com. His first work that became 
famous is a short story called “ The Egg”. the story is about the life of 
human. this story really famous because the concept of life showed in 
this story, about God and reincarnation and also human describes 
as”you” . Many Youtube Content Creator made a Short movie about 
this story, and also many concept and explanation about this story. 
Before wrote The Martian, he did so many research to help him made 
his second novel success. After he finished wrote that, he only shared 
in his website for free. Suprisingly, many people interested about it 
and requested that he made a kindle post to made his work easier to 
download. When he interviewed by Geek Space and Science Fanatic 
he said :  
“I had no idea it was going to do so well. The story had been 
available for free on my website for months and I assumed 
anyone who wanted to read it had already read it. A few readers 
had requested I post a Kindle version because it's easier to 
download that way. So I went ahead and did it, setting the price 
to the minimum Amazon would allow. As it sold more and 
more copies I just watched in awe.”. (BookBrowse,2015) 
In part of interview above, he didn’t expected that his novel could 
get so many readers that loved his work. After that , Weir was then 
approached by a literary agent and sold the rights of the book to Crown 
Publishing Group and being adapted into a film with same title that also 
became very famous. 
After he write the martian, he resigned from his job as programmer 
to became a full time writer. However, he have the right capital to be 
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succes in this field.  he also have the right habitus that can help him 
survive in this field. His habit to read everything about space on the 
internet and joined every discussion about it mades him get the ideas of 
The Martian that became best seller novel and also adapted into a film. .  
In this field, he had to learn many things before he could made The 
Martian. He read many book about science fiction that could inspired 
him wrote The Martian. There are three novelist from this genre that 
inspired him, Isaac Azimov, Arthur C. Clarke, and Robert Heinlein. he 
also read everything about NASA, like their discoveries, Orbital 
Mechanic or about what happen in another planet. All of those people 
and organization inspired him in wrote the martian, even his theory 
about people could live in another planet besides the Earth.  
B. Discussion 
In Discussion, the researcher interpreted all the data to answer the research 
question and prove the truth of the hypotheses. : 
1. How Capital influenced Andy Weir in Made The Martian 
Capital is things that allow people to get better opportunities in 
their life. Capital divides by three: social capital, economic capital, and 
also cultural capital. These three forms of capital has influenced people 
habitus in their life. Especially, Andy Weir and his idea of his best seller 
novel,The Martian. 
In the first aspect, social capital have influence of Andy Weir 
habitus in made The Martian. Social capital refers to the network of useful 
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relationships that can secure material or symbolic profits. He started like 
science fiction when he was 15, he grew up with read all classic science 
fiction that made him have own interest in this genre. He also grew up 
when “space race”, cold war between two big country, United States of 
America and Russia. He was born and raised in california that’s near from 
big NASA research center. Because all of that, american people always 
have a big expectation with their NASA and their big power in space 
technoology. All of those things made his habitus in made The Martian. 
His habitus to read and write about spacecraft things made a big influence 
in made the martian. Before he wrote The Martian, he already wrote 
science fiction in his website named “Galactanet”. he also wrote Casey 
and Andy, a Science Fiction that named from his name and his friend 
.Jennifer Broezek. Jennifer Broezek and him always have a discussion 
about their opinion about NASA and space. Andy Weir like to join every 
discussion about space on the internet before he started write The Martian. 
He spent one nights to reading up on Nasa Latest discoveries about Mars 
and started study about the history of manned spaceflight and botany that 
help him to made Mark Whatney as the main character of this novel. he 
also did extensive research into Orbital Mechanics, an application of 
ballistic and celestial mechanics to practical problem concerning the 
motion of all spacecraft. Social capital influence him because there are 
society that influence him to get idea of his best seller novel The Martian. 
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Cultural capital also influence Andy Weir as The Writer of the 
Martian. Cultural capital is his family or his educational background that 
help him get better opportunities in life. Although he didn’t studied about 
space or NASA in his school or university, he studied all of them from 
many sources. He had habitus always read everything about spacecraft. He 
read many classic science fiction from Arthur C.Clarke or Isaac Azimov. 
He like read everything about NASA and their discoveries in space and 
also joined every discussion about it on the internet. These all is their 
cultural capital that influence his habitus to made The Martian.  
Economic Capital didn’t influence the writer in many ways. Even 
though he was computer programmer in many different company that help 
him have enough economic capital, but he wrote the martian without using 
economic capital. Economic capital influence Andy Weir by his struggle 
in write a novel and also work as a programmer. First time he share this 
novel free in his website before he started to sell it on Ebay. But, this 
novel made him better in this aspect because it became best seller and 
adapted into a film. 
2. How Class influence The Writer in Made The Martian Novel 
Class is the position of people in society or in one field that determine 
from his capital. Every class has attitude, taste, different habitus, behaviors 
or even capital. bordieu distinguished class by three : Dominant class that 
have very high in every aspect of capital, Small borjuis class that have 
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average capital and the lowest class that have none of the capital aspect. 
Class also influence Andy Weir in write The Martian. 
As we know, Andy Weir is not from very high class but not in the 
lowest class also. He is in the average class or bordieu defined it Small 
Borjuis Class. Because he in this class, he use every resources that he have 
to write the martian, he use book or novel about science fiction, but the 
most he use to get an idea is internet. Internet is not a things that only from 
high class use it and almost none of lowest use it. It’s the best resources 
that he can use in his class to find idea about the novel. if Andy Weir is 
from lowest class, he would not understand about what internet is because 
in this class they don’t have any capital to made him learn about it, so 
class also influence him in made The Martian novel. 
3. How Field Influence Andy Weir in made The Martian  
Field is a separate social place that has its own functioning laws. If 
someone want to succes in one field, he must have right capital and 
habitus to support him in the field. Field also influence Andy Weir as the 
writer in made The Martian. 
Andy Weir is a computer programmer that have been worked in 
many companies. he studied about it in university and have very well 
knowledge about his job that made him successed in this field. It because 
he have the right capital and habitus to being success in this field. In 
another case, if we see Andy Weir as a writer, chance to being success was 
not as higher as in another field. But, he also successed in this field, 
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because he also have the right capital and habitus in this field. Even 
though he didn’t study about science fiction or writing a novel, but he have 
learn about it on the internet every night and start wrtire about science 
fiction in his own web. He also has the right habitus in this field , he is 
very dilligent and have enthusiastic to study and write about science 
fiction. Because that, he can made The Martian novel which is became one 
of best seller novel in the world and also success when it being adapted 
into a fim with same tittle.  
In this field, he had to learn many things before he could made The 
Martian. He read many book about science fiction that could inspired him 
wrote The Martian. There are three novelist from this genre that inspired 
him, Isaac Azimov, Arthur C. Clarke, and Robert Heinlein. he also read 
everything about NASA, like their discoveries, Orbital Mechanic or about 
what happen in another planet. All of those people and organization 
inspired him in wrote the martian, even his theory about people could live 
in another planet besides the Earth. Those three novelist and many 
scientist from NASA believe that people can live in another planet, this 
theory became a Doxa that Andy Weir also believe it’s true. The Martian 
also use this theory that the main character of this film could live and 
survive in another planet, Mars. in another hand, there are also many 
people that think it’s impossible to live in another planet. In the beginning 
of the novel The Martian, there was a scene of Mark Whatney as the main 
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character that being left by his crew in Mars because they thougt he was 
died. In the first page of the novel said :  
“I don’t even know who’ll read this. I guess someone will find it 
eventually. Maybe a hundred years from now. For the record… I 
didn’t die on Sol 6. Certainly the rest of the crew thought I did, and 
I can’t blame them. Maybe there’ll be a day of national mourning 
for me, and my Wikipedia page will say “Mark Watney is the only 
human being to have died on Mars.” 
In this part of the novel, Mark Whateny as the main character of 
the novel explained about his condition after being left by his crews in 
Mars mission. As we know, the idea of this scene was from what Andy 
Weir believe that people could survive in another planet. When Andy Weir 
interviewed by Walking on the red dust, he said : 
“I believe we should have a self-sufficient human population 
somewhere other than Earth. It could be the Moon, it could be 
Mars, or even somewhere else. But somewhere. Until we do that, 
we have a small, but non-zero chance of extinction because the 
entire race is in one place. Once we have humans on another world, 
our odds of extinction pretty much disappear. 
The Moon is a good option for colonization, but Mars is even 
better, if we can find ways to overcome the technological hurdles 
to transport large amounts of mass there. Mars has carbon dioxide, 
water, and nitrates in practically infinite abundance. That, plus 
human waste products, is all you need to grow plants. And that 
means the colonization opportunities for Mars are truly 
endless.”(WalkingOrd, 2015). 
In this part of interview, he admitted that he believe people could 
live in another planet besides the earth like mars or moon, but he believe 
mars would be the best if poeple want to make a colony in another planet  
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 Capital, class, and field always influence people in some ways in their 
life. Andy Weir prove that those three things could influenced him in write The 
Martian. Andy Weir is not the only one of famous people that prove habitus 
influence them in made something big.  
Steve Jobs was an american bussinessman, Enterpreneur, and also 
chairman, chief executive officer(CEO) of Apple.Inc. Although he known as a 
millionaire, but people didn’t know what happen before he successed in his life. 
He was not have a very high economi capital before. He has a very big interest in 
eletronics. In time he was ten, he deeply involved in electronics and befriended 
with many friend from the neighborhood. He went to university but being drop 
out in his first year. He has a dream that he want to made a computer, so he start 
working in many places, collect coke bottle to change it with money and also 
sleep in his friends floor room. He made his first computer, Apple I in his family 
garage. After that he always made something new that made him success now. In 
this case, even though he had low economic capital, but in social capital and 
cultural capital he had so many things that help him made Apple. He also had 
right habitus to success in that field. He surrounded by many people that support 
him and inspired him to made Apple. That’s how class,capital and field influence 
Steve Jobs in made Apple.INC. 
Although capital, class, and field influence Andy Weir in made the martian 
novel, but it doesn’t means that these three things influence him same in every 
aspect of his life. Based on the discussion above, Class didn’t affect him as much 
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as capital and field did. Class only influence his habitus in how he used internet as 
resource to find the idea of the martian because he was not from the highest class.  
Capital influence Andy Weir by his society that made him got an interest 
in space technology. However, Field became the most things that influence him 
much in his habitus to made The Martian. To became a writer and success in 
writer field, he was read every books that could help him get an idea of the 
martian like book from his favorite novelist, Isaac Azimov,Arthur C. Clarke, and 
also Robert Heinlein. He use internet to joined every discussion about space 
theory, he also use internet to find out NASA discoveries that help him got the 
idea of the Martian.   
Related with story above, Cucun Cantini (2018) in her journal “Habitus 
dan Modal Daeng Kanduruan Ardiwinata di Arena Kesusastraan Sunda Modern: 
explain that Habitus and modal influenced Daeng kanduruan Ardiwinata made 
him success in sundanese modern literature field. She examined that noble tittle of 
Daeng Kanduruan Ardiwinata and his relation between elite writer around 
indonesia made people be reluctant with him. His modal and class made him 
succes in sundanese literature field. Even though this journal almost same with 
this research, But there is a big different between it.  in this journal, Cucun Cantini 
as the writer didn’t explain about how it influence people in made something, she 
only explain how habitus made people success in one field.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
A. Conclusion 
Habitus is the way people act in the present time is from what they have 
seen or heard in their past experience. There are three aspect influence people 
habitus: Capital, class, and field.  
The Martian is one of the best seller novel that very famous and being 
adapted into a film. Andy Weir as the writer had so many new idea that made this 
novel very interesting.  However, three things of habitus also influenced him in 
made this novel. Capital, class, and also field influenced him in many ways. 
First is capital. Capital influenced Andy Weir in many ways. In social 
capital, Andy weir got influenced by his society. The competition between United 
States of America and Russia to become the number one country in space 
exploration is the main reason of why american started think about space 
exploration. To compete with russia, USA made NASA as their national agency 
that study about space exploration. USA government want NASA made missions 
that could made them be the number one country in space exploration. NASA 
made so many mission to bring that into reality. The biggest success of NASA 
was when they made apollo 11 landed in moon for the first time. After that 
success, there are so many people in america got interested in spacecraft things, 
include Andy Weir. Andy Weir also use one of NASA theory about moon in 
made The Martian novel. 
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Second is Cultural Capital, Cultural capital influenced Andy Weir by his 
hobby to read novel about science fiction. Although he didn’t studied about space 
thing in school, but his hobby to read and write about science fiction helped him 
to write The Martian novel.  
 Last thing is Economic capital. Economic capital didn’t affect him much 
before he wrote The Martian, because he only worked as a programmer and write 
novel in his free time. He also only share his novel in his website for free before 
one agency bought the rights of his novel. after he wrote The Martian, he had 
better economic capital and decided to work as a full-time writer and leaves his 
job as a programmer. 
Class also influence Andy Weir. Even though he was not in dominant 
class, he use every sources that could help him be dominant class. He wrote the 
martian and it became one of the best novel that made people look upon him. 
The last thing is field. Field influence Andy Weir, because he was not had 
right capital to became a success in writer field. However, he decide to fight to 
became a succes on that field. He always use their free time to search about space 
exploration, NASA discoveries, or joined discussion about it on the internet to 
help him got idea of The Martian. Although his first novel failed to impress 
people and didn’t get publish, he still wrote and try to made novel about it later. 
He use every free time to search right data that could inspire him in wrote The 
Martian. He wrote The Martian and shared it only to his website, because he 
didn’t think there are many people would got interested about this novel. 
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suprisingly, it became a big success and one agency bought the rights of this novel 
and became more famous after this novel being adapted into a film in 2015. Field 
influenced Andy Weir in made this novel because he did everything to became a 
success writer.  
Capital, class and field influence people habitus in made something. It’s 
proved by how those three things influence Andy Weir in made his biggest novel, 
The Martian. Bourdieu theory about habitus really explained how those three 
things influenced people habitus in made a works. However, Bordieu theory about 
habitus didn’t explained about how big impact of capital, class, and field to 
habitus. In this research, field became the dominant things that very influence 
people habitus in made a work while class and capital didn’t had same impact as 
field to people habitus in made something.  
B. Suggestion 
This research made to help another researcher who want to know about 
habitus, capital, class and also field. however, there are so many things that the 
researcher didn’t explain clearly about habitus in this research. So, The researcher 
made three suggestion to people who want to made a research about Habitus and 
what influence it. 
1. There are so many research or thesis about habitus, but many of them only 
speaks about habitus in novel or film character. So the researcher suggest 
that it’s better if you research about how habitus of prominent figure. 
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There are many big figure in this world that interesting to know their 
habitus. 
2.  In this research, the researcher only use bordieu theory about habitus and 
three things that influence it, capital, class, and field. there are two things 
from bordieu theory that the researcher choose to didn’t explain more in 
this research, Doxa and Symbolic domination. So the researcher suggest to 
you explained about habitus and their connection with those two things. 
3. After finished this research, the researcher had a big interest on how 
habitus of people change and what the effect of that change. So the 
researcher suggest you to make a research about the change of people 
habitus. 
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